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Story

Thousand Storm is the exciting beginning of a catching new fantasy trilogy suited for adolescents as well as

adults. We meet our hero, who selflessly renounces the throne and the evil tyrant who betrays his own

people. A young thief raises against the malicious lords of the underworld and the warrior with magical

powers swears eternal revenge. All these destinies are bound together by the legacy of two mighty swords

of which it is said that their possession will lend immense and unlimited power. This first volume follows the

destiny of one of the swords: Thousand Storm. Accidentally it falls into the hands of young Rai, who only

slowly starts to realize what a terrifying weapon has come to him.

This debut of the young Rothballer is a thrilling fantasy novel that holds the reader in its ban. The fantastic

language matches the content in every aspect, making this a pleasure as well as an adventure to read the

novel. It is a must for all lovers of fantasy fiction.

Michael Rothballer

Michael Rothballer's favourite pastime during his childhood was the discovery of new and strange worlds.

Accordingly, he became a scientist. He studied biology and today works at a science laboratory. In his spare
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time he writes science mysteries and thrillers. This is his second most favourite pastime and his stories are

another way of discovering new worlds.

 

More titles in this series

Legacy of the Swords – Shield of the Gods (Vol.

3)

Legacy of the Swords - Fire Bender (Vo. 2)
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